Oman Cricket
Women Cricket Playing Conditions 2016-17
Ready Reckoner

WOMEN CRICKET - PLAYING CONDITIONS AT A GLANCE
PLAYING CONDITION
Format
Number of players for Toss
Penalty for delayed start
Duration (Uninterrupted innings)
Minutes per Over
Mandatory Power Play
Min No of Overs for a result
Number of overs per bowler
Pitch
Number of Balls
Color of Balls

WOMEN CRICKET
20 overs a side
(Single League)
11
No
85 minutes
4.25
6 overs
5
4
Turf
One
Red

White / Color (*)
Clothing
Change of innings interval
20 minutes
Lunch Interval
NA
Drinks interval
None
Drinks interval duration
NA
Is Runner Allowed?
Yes
(*) - Some of the school teams are likely to play in colored clothing. They are to be allowed to play without
any intervention by Umpires.

WOMEN CRICKET - PLAYING CONDITIONS AT A GLANCE (Continued)
PLAYING CONDITION
Field Restrictions
Mandatory power play (max outside)
Non FRO overs (max outside)
Start Time
Bouncer
No Ball
Free hit after all modes of No Ball
Bouncer unreachable by striker

WOMEN CRICKET
2
5
Morning: 8.00 am
Afternoon: 1.00 pm
1st: No ball
2nd: Suspend Bowler
Yes
No Ball

Wide Ball
2 Runs for every wide ball
Ball to count in the over
Wide ball in a Free hit delivery to be treated as No Ball and
followed by another Free hit
Signal only Wide ball For all normal wide balls
Last ball of each innings to be a legal delivery

WOMEN CRICKET - PLAYING CONDITIONS AT A GLANCE (Continued)
PLAYING CONDITION
Result after interruption in Second Innings Team A has played more number of overs
(Provided minimum number of overs
required for a result has been faced by both
teams)

WOMEN CRICKET

Team 1 Score + 1 run at the end
of previous completed over

Result after interruption in Second Innings Avarage of Team A score and
Team A has played less number of overs
Team B score at the completion
(Provided minimum number of overs
of the last over. Which ever
required for a result has been faced by both team has higher average wins
teams)
Result after interruption in Second Innings
(Minimum number of overs required for a
result has NOT been faced by both teams)

No Result

WOMEN CRICKET - PLAYING CONDITIONS AT A GLANCE (Continued)
PLAYING CONDITION

WOMEN CRICKET

Time Wastage (for over rate calculation)
Ball going beyond the boundary line

Min of 15 seconds

Penalties
Application of Penalties as per Law 42

Not Applicable

Application of Penalties other than Law 42

Yes

Scoring
Online Scoring

Yes

Score Sheets Submission
Online Scoring + OC Score Sheet

Not more than 15 minutes

Event Format
 The Tournament schedule will run throughout the season, starting
from Saturday,15th Oct 2016.
 Matches will be normally played on Saturday, however, if required,
could be scheduled on Thursdays.
 The detailed schedule issued by OC will not be altered. Any request
for change of date or venue will not be entertained.
 If a team wishes to have a change in schedule, Oman Cricket shall
not be responsible for any rescheduling of matches, but the
concerned team shall have the option to liaise with their opponents
and schedule the matches such that it does not affect the already
issued schedule.

Event Format
 Once, the teams have agreed the following shall be sent to OC in
Writing
 Letter of information stating the need for change by the team
requesting it
 Letter(s) of confirmation by concerned teams and their acceptance
that OC shall not be liable if the team(s) do not turn up for the
match on the rescheduled date, as agreed between the teams

POINTS SYSTEM
3
2
1
0

- Win with Bonus
- Win without Bonus
- Tie or No result
- Loss

Bonus Point Calculations
The team which achieves a run rate of 1.25 times that of the
opposition shall be awarded the bonus point.
A team run rate will be calculated as the runs scored in an
innings divided by the number of overs faced. In the event
the team is all out before the allotted overs are completed
the team will deemed to have played its quota (40 overs for A
division, 30 for B and 20 overs for C to J Divisions) unless the
team has won the match before the completion of the above
quota.

Procedure to decide the winner in case of
points tied at the end of the league
 The team with the most number of wins in the league matches.
 If still equal, the team with the highest net run rate, calculated up to
four decimal points.
 If still equal, the team which was the winner of the head to head
match played between them will be placed in the higher position.
 In the highly unlikely event that teams cannot be separated by the
above this will be done by drawing lots.
Note: In a match declared as “no result”, run rate is not applicable.

ABDANDONMENT OF A MATCH
When a match is abandoned due to any reason on the day of the match
the two teams shall share equal number of points.
Bowler attempting to run out non-striker before delivery
 On such first occurrence, the batsman is to be cautioned through
the Umpire and if repeated by the same batsman in the match, the
fielding side shall have the option to dismiss the non-striker in this
mode of dismissal.

Checking the Identification Card (ID) of players
Umpires are required to check the original Id card (Resident Card) or the Passport copies
before the Toss and compare it with the Registration details in the printout to be submitted
by the team. Umpires should check the expiry date of the card in all cases.
IMPORTANT NOTES:
1.

What if a player or players do not have the original ID card/ PP copies with her/them?

The player or the players cannot play in that match. Alternatively, if there is sufficient time, the player(s) can make arrangement for
the card/PP copy to be brought to the ground but the Toss should be held only after all the nominated players have shown the ID
proof as in the registration paper print out. Note: There shall be no penalty for the delayed start of the match, but the start of the
match cannot be delayed beyond 30 minutes from the scheduled start of the match.
2.

What if the ID card has expired or is expiring within 20 days of the day of the match?

Umpires to allow Player to play the Match, provided the original card is produced. In case if the card has been submitted for renewal,
a photocopy of the card is to be produced.
3.

What if ID card has expired for more than 20 days of the day of the match?

Teams will obtain a letter from OC and on the basis of that letter, Umpires to allow the player to play the match.

